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SYNONYMS

1)MAGNIFICENT:- The word Magnificent(Adjective) means: extremely
attractive and impressive deserving praise: splendid
2) SPIRITED:- The word Spirited (Adjective) means: full of energy,
determination or courage ; enthusiastic
3) GLOOMY: - The word Gloomy (Adjective) means: depressing nearly dark
or badly lit in way that makes you feel sad: glum: murky.
4) GRUMBLE: - The word Grumble (Verb) means: to complain about
somebody/something in a bad tempered way.
5) CRUDE: - The word Crude (Adjective) means: unrefined; vulgar; simple
and not very accurate.
ANTONYMS

1)CONCILIATION:- The word Conciliation (Noun) is willingness to end
disagreement or the process of ending a disagreement
The opposite word Confrontation is a dispute, fight, or battle between two
groups of people
2) MYTH:- A myth is well known story which was made up in the past to
explain natural events or to justify religious beliefs or social customs.

If you describe a belief or explanation as a myth, you mean that many
people believe it but it is actually untrue
3) RELUCTANTLY:- The word reluctantly means unwillingly. Therefore the
correct antonym is willingly.
4) MUTILATED:- If a person or animal is mutilated their body is severally
damaged, usually by someone who physically attacks them. Mend the only
word . among the given option which most nearly opposite in meaning to
the word mutilated.
5) LAMENT:- The word Lament(verb) means: to feel or express great
sadness or disappointment; bemoan; bewail, deplore. The word
Rejoice(Verb) means : to express great happiness about something.
Phrase & Idioms

1)To foam at one’s mouth means- To get very angry
2)To feel like a fish out of water means- Uncomfortable
3) At a eleventh hour means- At the last moment
4) To burn one’s fingers means - To suffer financial loses
5) To add fuel to fire means - to incite

One word Substitution

1)One who is greedy:- Voracious
2) An area of land that is controlled by a ruler:- Colony
3) A place where Jews worship according to their religion:- Synagogue
4) One who is indifferent to pleasure and pain- Stoic
5) The study of religion and religious ideas and beliefs- Theology.
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